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ALTAnet is a small company founded in 1996 in Altamura (Bari-Italy), with the aim
to research and develop innovative solutions through the Internet’s technologies.
Altanet works in the promotion and development of innovative solutions for Enterprise
Asset Management (EAM) and resource planning systems for companies, and the public
administration, using technologies of Infor (www.infor.com).
Moreover in partnership with leading academic institutions, ALTAnet is participating in
several research and development program in the business of Internet of Things, which
become the strategic element of the development of the next few years, mainly are:
Smart Cities GCESys: “Green Community Systems Efficiency”. Project
that aims to equip an innovative offer in terms of living in a “sustainable” through the
development of solutions for monitoring and control of “green urban centers”

as the

transition town concept;
e-Health DIADOM: Dialysis Home Care. Creation of a chair for dialysis
treatments, with Home Living Design’s characteristics for patients in home care (DIADOM)
as a system of Home Care Chronical;
LEAN process: identifying and testing a set of technologies that make it more
streamlined and efficient process for developing software that can allow a reorganization
and reduction according to individual Standards and Practices Lean
Culture OPEN BI system. Project aims to extend through the ICT tools, the
wealth of knowledge present in the local library to the large public, putting it on the net
and so creates a platform of Common knowledge.
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We provide professional consulting services to advise and guide the use of the best
technologies of the information (ICT), to enable you to achieve goals and business purposes.
In addition to the advice we are able to design, implement and administer the computer
system or to develop software with research activities. We work in a local area in the south
of Italy but we think globally.
We want to implement IT projects that work, satisfy the customer and make us proud to have
them made.
On every project we are together with our customers to achieve and maintain the most
priceless values: their confidence.
With the team of experienced consultants and certified, we offer consulting, development,
training, assistance in the conduct and management of projects of systems integration.
Methodology and rigor are essential components used in each model; the know-how,
technological expertise and process, and dynamism are our true and essential asset.
We focus on the objectives of the client’s business, ensure constant and direct presence in
project implementation in the customer’s side, we guarantee competence, reliability, logistics
efficiency, high level of service, flexible organization, competitive costs.
We have ability to work together with the client, in a “tailor made” and not industrialized.
We are a partner who knows and understands the customers’ business and we can guide
their in the difficult task of making the corporate information systems efficient.

